The regional disparities of online map user access volume (use 'user access volume' in this paper to indicate briefly) is a topic of growing interest with the increment of popularity in public users, which helps to target the construction of geographic information services for different areas. At first place we statistically analysed the online map user access logs and quantified these regional access disparities on different scales. The results show that the volume of user access is decreasing from east to the west in China as a whole, while East China produces the most access volume; these cities are also the crucial economic and transport centres. Then Principal Component Regression (PCR) is applied to explore the regional disparities of user access volume. A determining model for Online Map access volume is proposed afterwards, which indicates that area scale is the primary determining factor for regional disparities, followed by public transport development level and public service development level. Other factors like user quality index and financial index have very limited influence on the user access volume. According to the study of regional disparities in user access volume, map providers can reasonably dispatch and allocate the data resources and service resources in each area and improve the operational efficiency of the Online Map server cluster.
INTRODUCTION
China has shown remarkable and unprecedented dynamics (Toyama, & Kentaro, 2016) , understand the regional disparities and explore its determining factors provide us a way to better understand and advance the development of Internet services in different regions. As one of the Internet application, the development of online map also has some similar characteristics in regional disparities. Thus, the methods to explore the regional disparities of Internet development could also be applied to map access.
The Current Research Situation on Characteristics of Online Map Users
Many consulting institutes and companies did research on the 
REGIONAL DISPARITIES IN USER ACCESS

VOLUME
The regional distribution of map users possesses certain characteristics, and the exploration of these macro features can help the map providers better understand the spatial distribution of their users, which matters for data center construction and server configuration. This research analyzed the characteristics of regional disparities that exist in Online Map user access.
Data Introduction
The data sample used in our study is the access logs of a The whole procedure includes data analysis, data preprocessed, data filtering, data verification, and data storage.
To investigate the regional distribution features of human users, it is necessary to get rid of the influence from machine users like web crawlers. The information recorded includes IP, access time, HTTP query type, query information (mainly about map tiles), response time and response status.
The Regional Disparities of Map World User Accesses
Through IP address resolution, we get users' geographical location and further analyze the regional distribution features of Online Map accesses. 
Provincial Disparities of User
Determining Factors and Explanatory Variables
To explore the determining factors of user access volume, we choose the access volumes of key cities as the dependent variables, and choose city scale, population scale, economy, 
Where p = the number of variables, here p=14; =the correlation coefficient between and .
According to the calculation formula proposed by Karl Pearson
Where n = the number of sample data; ̅ = the mathematical expectation of ; = the value of for the k th city.
When >0, there is positive relationship between and ; when 00, is negatively correlated to ; when = 0, is independent of ; when | | > 0.8 , are highly correlated with ; when 0.3 < | | 00.8, has a moderate correlation with . We can calculate the correlation between any variables, as shown in Table 2 . Table 3 . Eigenvalues of Correlation Coefficient Matrix 3) Calculating the cumulative contribution probability of Principal
Where = the contribution probability of component i, = the cumulative contribution probability of . .
Usually, when the cumulative contribution probability reaches 85% in the mth principal component [13] , we can take the first m principal components and abandon the residual component to reduce dimensionality, the result is shown in Table 4 . Contribution probability and cumulative contribution probability of each principal component of user access volume According to Table 4 , when using 3 principal component, the cumulative contribution probability is already higher than 85%.
Thus, we choose the first three principal component 1 , 2 , 3
as the final principal components. And Table 5 And the principal component load matrix is shown in Table 6 . 
Where Y = the city user access volume of online map. Here is the calculating process of determination coefficient R 2 :
Result Analysis
A data set has n values marked (i = 1,2, … , n), , ts , expecsaston,t , ̅ ,shen:
Where ̂ = the fitted value in the model tot = the total sum of squares reg = the regression sum of squares R2 = the determination coefficient, ranging from 0 to 1. The better the linear regression fits the data in comparison to the simple average, the closer the value of R2 is to 1.
Model Evaluation:
We calculate the qualified rate and determination coefficient for the PCR formula with the modeling data and the verifying data and get the following result shown in 
CONCLUSION
Online Map services are playing a more and more important role in people's daily lives with the advancement of Internet maturity.
Analyzing the regional disparities of user access volume can help the map providers better understand the geographical distribution of their users and advance the dispatch and allocation the data resources and server resources.
At first this paper introduced the regional disparities that exist in the user access volume, then established regression model based on PCR to explore the influence of the economy, population, public transport development level and so on.
In future, we are going to verify the results we find in this study with more multivariate regression methods, make a comparison between them propose a determining model with higher prediction accuracy.
